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"Let us never negotiate out of fear. But let us never

fear to negotiate." (John Fitzgerald Kennedy)

The ascension

Over the last 40 years, the Purchasing function has

experienced major changes like few others have. From

the limited departure of supplying, our “order-pusher”

quickly changed offices. From the lower level, near

Merchandise Receiving and the trucks, he has moved

up a few floors and closer to the light, near the

research offices. Then, spurred on by pressure to

reduce costs, he moved upward, towards the higher

floors of our industrial jewels. In this ascension, he

even sometimes graduated close to the holy of holies:

it's not rare to see him today on the top floors, not far

from top management’s executive suites. 

In the same way, the profile of the Purchasing Director

has followed this evolution. It’s true that we’ve come a

long way: certain veterans still remember a long time

ago when supposed “loafers”, underperforming and

disturbed engineers, were politely put aside, even in a

closet… in purchasing, where they couldn’t do much

harm. And then somewhat logically, with the signifi-

cance of the challenges associated with purchasing
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(commonly more than 50% of sales) in a more and

more complex environment, the function became

noble and the Purchasing Director became a technical

expert. He is the only one who cannot be fooled and

who can reorient the Director of the Research

Department or stand up to a strategic supplier. If, in

addition, he has the qualities of a negotiator, even a

crafty side, he has a great future in front of him!

The glass ceiling 

Great future… but a bit limited! By closing himself away

in the relatively comfortable role of reducer of costs,

has our Purchasing Director not also, for a good decade,

contributed to walling himself up inside his function?

Qualified as efficient and pragmatic, he was nonethe-

less often perceived as a good executer, with short-term

vision. By concentrating only on the immediate cost, to

the detriment of timeframes and quality, he was forget-

ting the related longer term challenges. In short, a

valued go-getter but with limited strategic vision.

However, his legitimacy has often been established by

his talents as a negotiator, thanks to a few strong per-

formances, where certain others will have lost some

prestige. For instance, subcontractors of the American

automotive industry were very financially weakened,

and sometimes even disappeared, within the frame-

work of tough negotiations! But the “short-term”

approach to vision of a few Purchasing Directors finally

penalized the interests of the field in the long run.

Other Groups then realized to a greater degree that the
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economic health of their subcontractors constituted a

major asset of their company. 

In our collective memory, the Purchasing Director is a

strict technician, but he remains nonetheless sharp

enough to still sport the fearsome features of a “carpet

salesman”.

The carpet salesman 

Curiously, it was by developing the salesman compo-

nent of the role, the “carpet salesman” component,

that our Purchasing Director was able to push the

limits and open the function.

The carpet salesman is always on the outside. He

knows where the business is located: he is conscious

that the entire challenge is in getting the “horse” into

the “stall”, to “shoe” him. Similarly, the Purchasing

Director quickly understood that he must be outside,

either among internal customers to explain what he

can contribute, or among suppliers to understand the

market. It was among the suppliers that the buyers in

the automotive market saw the arrival of headlights

made of Plexiglas to replace glass. 

The carpet salesman is listening. He has the gift of

making people talk to understand the tastes of his

potential customers. Similarly, the Purchasing Director

is listening to understand the needs, to detect the

expectations of his principal internal customers, to

anticipate the service on which he is going to be able

to position himself. He evens goes so far as to reformu-
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late the need of his customer, by simplifying it and by

focusing more on what the supplier market is likely to

offer him. In industrial and engineering fields, the rare

bird often wins out in cost and quality, and by finding

a more natural balance. If General Electric survived

while Westinghouse went under, it’s partly because GE

was better able to make trade-offs between purcha-

sing/models/quality.

And then, it’s well-known that the carpet salesman has

several choices. In the same way, the Purchasing

Director proposes alternatives and scenarios. He has

understood that this method saves time: it speeds up

the decision-making process, makes it possible to drive

the customer into a corner to reveal to his real need. By

putting his finger on possible solutions, the Purchasing

Director helps his customers to weigh the pros and

cons, estimate the risks, and reason looking at the

complete cost of acquisition. In a mechanical industry,

the study of the conditions of utilization and of the

quantitative and qualitative needs of the customers

(understanding why something should be done) can

lead to purchases of large, heavy and durable

machines (like German companies) as well as pur-

chases of lighter, less durable, more maintenance-

intensive equipment (like Italian companies).

Lastly, the carpet salesman is an adept negotiator. He

pulls all of his psychological strings to reach his objec-

tives. He will lay out successive piles of carpets, with

each fallen pile engaging the customer a little more in

a feeling of guilt… leading him towards the act of pur-



chasing. Similarly, by managing the timing of the com-

munication, our Purchasing Director will bring his sup-

pliers and customers where he wants them to be. He

will know how to play out the psychodramas in the pro-

per sequence, to arrive at the scenario that is in the

best interest of the company. 

We thus see that our Purchasing Director, the former

“uncouth go-getter”, has developed significantly in

terms of finesse and psychology: he defines the

Purchasing strategy, anticipates the pitfalls, harmo-

nizes his internal customers and coordinates the com-

munication. In short, he creates the optimal conditions

for maximizing the impact of the negotiation with the

supplier, and for choosing the most favorable scenario

with his internal customers.

And tomorrow? 

In an uncertain world, where everything is changing

very fast, what will be the essential qualities of our

Purchasing Director?

• An excellent communicator 

Benefitting from a privileged position of observation,

both internally and externally towards the supplier

market, our Purchasing Director must master commu-

nication with all Departments. He will have to keep

them informed about possible changes in supplier mar-

kets, anticipate the risks and identify the upcoming

opportunities. As an adept communicator, our
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Purchasing Director will be “wired” for solutions,

understanding perfectly well that his message will be

better received if he proposes flexible scenarios.

Of course, he will also have to communicate regularly

with his key suppliers. Frank and direct exchanges, sha-

ring of mutual visibility on costs and outlooks… are

these not the necessary ingredients for building strong

and lasting partnerships? 

• A manager with strong leadership ability 

By managing and motivating his teams, our Purchasing

Director sets the example and plays the role of mentor

to enhance the skills of his teams. He must also demons-

trate a strong capacity to influence, his authority being

most often founded not on hierarchy but on his ability.

• A sharpened strategist

He understands and inserts himself into the strategy of

the company. In that he is aware of the principal stra-

tegic decisions, he can anticipate the sourcing activi-

ties: for example, preparing the network of suppliers in

a new geographical area at the time of an upcoming

acquisition. Through his understanding of the supplier

market, the Purchasing Director will be in a position to

be able to detect new technologies, new know-how

and pick up on innovation among the suppliers. Thus,

he will be in a position to influence the strategy, whe-

ther this involves, for example, returning to competiti-

veness thanks to excellent Indian foundries or to new

very competitive European actors in call centers.



Senior Management has a role in this matter: bringing

it to light. Getting things off to a good start by putting

the Purchasing Director on the Management

Committee is the required gateway. Then push him

towards new territories and areas that are presumably

uncomfortable, to better measure his real potential. For

example, a wealth of information could be gained from

entrusting him with evaluating the potential purcha-

sing synergies within the framework of a possible acqui-

sition. Having him participate in the negotiations of a

few large contracts on the sales side can help to build

loyalty and strengthen the credibility of the offer made

(predominant portion of purchase in the offer, choice of

strategic subcontractors, offset constraints…). 

• A preventer of “going around in circles”

Courage, audacity and a touch of impertinence will do

no harm. Our Purchasing Director must have the mind-

set of a rebel: he owes it to himself to leave the beaten

path and “Think out of the box”! As an engine for

change, he is absolutely legitimate in subjects dealing

with a break from the past, such as policies dealing

with Make or Buy, Redesign To Cost, etc.

This is a long way from the “loafer” and the rough-

hewn engineer. The carpet salesman no longer has a

simple stall in the street; he is now one of the heavies

on the top floor, at the heart of the decision-making

process. 
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Finally, the future Purchasing Director, strategist, nego-

tiator, communicator, invigorated by the constant

search for results and profitability, will he not, in the

near future, have all the qualities required for gaining

access to the top spot?

Maurice Marchand-Tonel I Olivier Baujard 
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« If books were Persian carpets,
one would not look only at the
outer side, because it is stitch
that makes a carpet wear,
gives it its life and bloom. »

(Rumer GODDEN, Anglo-Indian author)
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